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Abstract

Out-of-core systems rely on high-performance cache sub-systems to reduce the number of I/O operations. While the page cache in modern operating systems enables transparent access to memory and storage devices, it suffers from efficiency and scalability issues on cache misses, forcing out-of-core systems to design and implement their own cache components, which is a non-trivial task.

This study proposes TriCache, a cache mechanism that enables in-memory programs to efficiently process out-of-core datasets without requiring any code rewrite. It provides a virtual memory interface on top of the conventional block interface to simultaneously achieve user transparency and sufficient out-of-core performance. A multi-level block cache design is proposed to address the challenge of per-access address translations required by a memory interface. It can exploit spatial and temporal localities in memory or storage accesses to render storage-to-memory address translation and page-level concurrency control adequately efficient for the virtual-memory interface.

Our evaluation shows that in-memory systems operating on top of TriCache can outperform Linux OS page cache by more than one order of magnitude, and can deliver performance comparable to or even better than that of corresponding counterparts designed specifically for out-of-core scenarios.

1 Introduction

NVMe [45] Solid State Drives (NVMe SSDs) have drawn a wide range of interest because of their high I/O performance. The U.2 interface [48] and PCIe 4.0 standard [47] have also increased the storage density of NVMe SSDs in recent years. For instance, a dual-socket commodity server can mount an array of more than 16 NVMe SSDs to provide tens of TB of storage capacity, tens of millions of random IOPS, and dozens of GB/s of bandwidth while being 20–40 times cheaper than Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM).

Although NVMe SSD arrays can improve the aggregated performance and capacity of the system, they still suffer from block-wise I/O accesses and have latencies at least 100 times longer than those of DRAM. To efficiently process datasets that are significantly larger than available memory, out-of-core systems rely on cache sub-systems to maintain frequently operated data in memory. I/O operations can be merged or skipped on cache hits, bridging the performance gap between DRAM and SSDs.

Page cache [46] is a cache sub-system in modern operating systems (OS) that manages data on the granularity of pages (typically 4KB) across DRAM and SSDs. It enables in-memory applications to support out-of-core processing on SSDs without requiring any rewrite through swapping [44] or memory-mapping [43] based on virtual memory.

However, current implementations of page cache encounter issues related to scalability and performance on cache misses owing to global locking on internal data structures [29]. Recent literature [27, 34, 55] indicates that the heavy I/O stack, page faults, and context switching overheads also limit kernel swapping and I/O performance on fast storage devices such as NVMe SSD arrays.

Therefore, data-intensive applications such as databases and data processing systems [6, 12, 15, 20–22, 52, 54] usually design and implement their own user-space block caches (also known as buffer managers) that manage data by blocks (typically of a fixed size that is a multiple of the physical sector size). In contrast to OS page cache, block cache reduces context switching overhead by running mainly in the user space, and supports customization in terms of tuning block sizes and replacement policies to further improve performance.

Nevertheless, designing and implementing block caches and upper-level components imposes expensive development costs. Existing block caches in the user space usually ask users to explicitly acquire/release blocks [12, 20] or manipulate data through an asynchronous interface [54]. Developers often have to re-design and re-implement the entire system according to the API requirements of the block cache, which is non-trivial. To fill the gap between out-of-core performance and development costs, we investigate a new general cache mechanism that can transparently extend in-memory systems.
for efficient out-of-core processing on NVMe SSDs without requiring any manual modification.

Efficient kernel-bypass I/O stacks, such as SPDK [50], can achieve good out-of-core performance in the user space by avoiding expensive kernel I/O operations to take advantage of the high IOPS from the NVMe SSD array. It inspires us to explore a user-space solution that can eliminate the overhead due to page faults and context switching. A solution in the user space is cross-platform, easy to deploy and customize, and avoids introducing potential security vulnerabilities caused by kernel modifications.

To ensure transparency for the user, a virtual memory interface is expected to fill the semantic gap between fine-grained memory accesses in existing in-memory programs and block-wise I/O operations on physical block devices as in the case of the virtual memory provided by OS. A virtual memory interface makes it possible for in-memory software to run on NVMe SSDs without requiring any modification if we can automatically redirect memory accesses to the block cache.

Several challenges need to be addressed to implement a user-space block cache with a virtual memory interface. First, the cache system requires good scalability to achieve high out-of-core performance so that it can fit in the hundreds of CPU cores and the tens of millions of SSD IOPS in use today. Second, it requires an efficient address translation mechanism that looks up in-memory addresses for cached blocks, to provide a virtual memory interface with fine-grained accesses. Such fine-grained accesses and per-access address translations pose a much more significant challenge than block lookups in current user-space block caches. Third, it requires a scheme to redirect the memory accesses of existing in-memory systems to the cache system without any manual modification.

To address the above challenges, we propose the following contributions:

- We build a scalable block cache based on a concurrency mechanism named Hybrid Lock-free Delegation that combines message passing based delegation with lock-free hash tables. It can utilize the NVMe SSD array with only a few server threads.
- We design a two-level Software Address Translation Cache (SATC) to support lightning-fast address translation in the user space, replacing human effort for writing block-aware code with an automatic mechanism by exploiting locality at runtime. SATC can accelerate software address translation by some orders of magnitude.
- We propose a pure software-based scheme to supervise memory accesses based on compile-time instrumentation and library hooking techniques. Existing in-memory applications can efficiently run on NVMe SSDs through the block cache without requiring any code modification.

Based on these techniques, we design and implement a user-transparent block cache providing a virtual memory interface, named TriCache. Our results show that TriCache enables in-memory programs to efficiently process out-of-core datasets without requiring manual code rewrite, by using various domains of application. TriCache can outperform OS page cache by some orders of magnitude, and can often reach or even exceed the performance of specialized out-of-core systems.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we briefly introduce the two types of general caches that can be used for out-of-core processing. OS page cache and user-space block cache, and use a motivating example to show the benefits as well as the challenges of a new approach that combines the advantages of both.

Page cache is a transparent cache for pages originating from storage devices [46]. Modern operating systems keep the page cache in unused portions of the main memory. Some accesses to storage devices can be handled by the page cache to improve performance. The page cache is implemented in kernels through virtual memory management and is mostly transparent to applications. Users can use a memory-mapping system call [43] to map a file to a segment in virtual memory, or rely on swapping [44] to swap out/in pages to/from disks on-demand, thus accessing storage just like memory.

While the memory interface of the page cache provides maximal user transparency for developing out-of-core applications [9, 26], its use can lead to severe performance bottlenecks, especially on cache misses when the backed storage is an array of high-performance NVMe SSDs. It results from various factors, including but not limited to its global locking in the kernel, the heavy I/O stack, page faults, and context switching overheads [27, 29, 34, 55]. Although some studies have attempted to modify the kernel to improve the performance of the page cache [27–29, 39, 41], it is challenging to apply the relevant modifications in the kernel space, which may introduce potential portability and security issues.

To this end, most out-of-core systems design and implement their own block caching components in the user space to mitigate and even eliminate the above issues. Like the OS page cache, a block cache manages a pool of pages in memory, and loads/evicts pages from/to disks upon user requests. The major difference is that the block cache runs mostly in user space and provides a block interface. Users first pin the blocks to be accessed in memory, then read/write data in corresponding blocks, and finally invoke unpin to mark the blocks that can be evicted or flushed to storage later, when needed according to the replacement policy [15, 20]. There are also some other forms of the block interface, such as asynchronous read/write routines with user-defined callbacks [54]. Block cache may be further customized for better performance according to the needs of the application. For example, it is unnecessary to support writing blocks back to the storage if cached contents are known to be read-only [12].

While an efficient and scalable block cache can make full use of storage devices in terms of performance, its block interface requires a considerable amount of work to be put
into use. Figure 1 illustrates this with a concrete example: calculating the length of a string. The upper part presents the implementation by using a memory interface, and the lower part shows an alternative version with a block interface. It is evident that the block version is far more complex than the memory version because system developers have to take care of more details, such as checking the block boundaries and making `pin/unpin` calls manually, while the memory version only needs to perform memory accesses.

It thus motivates us to explore a block cache providing a virtual memory interface in the user space, that can combine the advantages of high out-of-core performance and high user transparency from both types of caches. The user-space approach drops some functional capabilities of the OS page cache, such as sharing memory across processes with consistency guarantees. However, it allows us to redesign the cache sub-system towards new high-performance storage. Although the virtual memory interface forces applications to manipulate the cache synchronously and manage data in fixed-size blocks (rather than objects or rows), such an interface enables user transparency and saves developers considerable effort.

However, a user-space block cache with a virtual memory interface is not as easy as it might appear. Since every memory access now needs to involve a pair of `pin` and `unpin` calls to ensure that the data accessed reside in memory, as well as given that `pin` and `unpin` imply storage-to-memory address translation and concurrency control operations\(^1\), we need optimizations in addition to those in current block cache designs to make `pin/unpin` as fast as possible.

\(^1\)In case of cache misses, the victim blocks resident in memory need to be replaced with the requested blocks on storage; in case of cache hits, the reference counts need to be updated with locks/latches or atomic operations.

### 3 Design and Implementation of TriCache

In this section, we first present an overview of the system design of TriCache, and then describe its efficient multi-level block cache runtime in a bottom-up manner, including how to build a scalable block cache and reduce the cost of cache accesses in the user space to support transparent usage. Finally, we introduce how to automatically apply TriCache to in-memory applications via compiler techniques.

#### 3.1 Overview of TriCache

Figure 2 shows the high-level architecture of TriCache. It consists of an LLVM compiler plugin and a runtime module.

**TriCache LLVM Compiler Plugin** first instruments each memory instruction, such as load and store, in the user application code, inserting a software address translation call (named `get_raw_ptr`) before the memory instructions. Upon execution, the instrumented binary calls the interface every time it tries accessing a storage address and retrieves a memory address pointing to data cached in memory. The translated address is then used as usual for the memory instruction.

**TriCache Runtime** is the core of TriCache (the dashed box in Figure 2). It is a multi-level block cache that supports fast address translation and provides a virtual memory interface. It implements `get_raw_ptr` to translate blocks to their corresponding cached memory addresses, manages the in-memory data cache for recently accessed blocks, handles I/O operations when the cache misses, and evicts blocks when the cache is full.

In the implementation of `get_raw_ptr`, TriCache Runtime introduces a two-level *Software Address Translation Cache* (SATC) as a block interface.
(SATC) on top of the conventional block cache (Shared Cache in Figure 2). The first level is a directly mapped Direct SATC, and the second level is a set-associative Private SATC (under the three User Threads in Figure 2). They serve purposes similar to those of the hardware TLB, and accelerate address translations for hot blocks. We implement them as thread-local metadata caches for storage-to-memory address mappings. Direct SATC is responsible for efficient translation when operating the most recently used entries, while Private SATC aims to provide sufficient entry caching capacity and merge inter-thread operations. Meanwhile, the SATC employs a pin/unpin protocol (as mentioned in Section 2) to implement an inclusive two-level metadata cache. TriCache deploys SATC to automatically exploit localities in running programs for address translation and reduce the cost of runtime API calls, rather than relying on manually programming against blocks to reduce the number of API calls and amortize the runtime overheads.

Below SATC, TriCache Runtime manages data with Shared Cache (in the middle of Figure 2, gray background). Shared Cache is a full-featured block cache shared by multiple threads that maintains an in-memory cache pool for reading and writing the underlying storage. It manages a block table for all in-memory blocks and serves address translations when SATC misses. The block table exposes a pin/unpin interface to SATC as well, with the guarantee that recently used data pinned by SATC are not swapped out to external storage. To prevent scaling bottlenecks introduced by locking, the block space is partitioned, and each partition is owned by a single thread. Message passing based delegation is used to render critical operations (including block replacements and I/O accesses) single-threaded and lock-free. Moreover, Shared Cache can use kernel-bypass I/O stacks to eliminate context switching for I/O operations.

For Shared Cache, we propose a Hybrid Lock-free Delegation based concurrency control scheme. First, we distinguish between address translations and data accesses. Only address translations call pin/unpin remotely through message passing, while data accesses directly manipulate memory and rely on the CPU cache to ensure data consistency. The cached data are thus stored only in the Shared Cache and directly accessed by threads without any redundant memory copies. Second, we design and implement the per-partition block table as a concurrent lock-free hash table to further reduce inter-thread message passes. With this concurrent block table, only pinning operations that are missed in Shared Cache require a synchronous remote call.

In Figure 3, we present an example of a user program, a follow-up of Figure 1, instrumented by and then running with TriCache. The C program is first compiled to LLVM IR (Intermediate Representation) with Clang, with the memory read compiled to a load instruction. TriCache LLVM Compiler Plugin instruments the load instruction into two operations: one calls get_raw_ptr to retrieve the translated memory address, and the other loads the cached data. Upon execution, the get_raw_ptr call of TriCache Runtime results in an address translation operation sequence. If Direct SATC hits, the result is returned; otherwise, it pins the corresponding block in Private SATC. If the block is found in Private SATC, the result is returned; otherwise, it pins the corresponding block in Shared Cache. If Shared Cache is holding the block, the pin operation finds the memory address of the cached block in the concurrent block table. Otherwise, as invoked by a remote call, Shared Cache reads the block from storage and loads it into memory.

### 3.2 Shared Cache

As the core module of TriCache, Shared Cache determines TriCache’s throughput, especially its I/O performance. Therefore, good scalability is the primary design goal of Shared Cache for the effective use of hundreds of CPU cores, tens of NVMe SSDs, and millions of IOPS.

#### Design Decisions.

Figure 4a shows a straightforward design used by the current Linux Kernel. It uses a global lock to protect the block table (or page table) and the cache. However, the single lock leads to heavy lock contention and is difficult to scale for high-performance storage devices [29]. The sharding technique can help mitigate the scalability issue, as shown in Figure 4b. The block cache [12, 29] can use a predefined function (usually hashing) to partition the blocks into several shards and then assign a lock to each shard. In addition, recent work proposes that well-designed delegation based on message passing can provide better scalability and hotspot tolerance than locks [23, 33, 53] on NUMA (Non-uniform Memory Access) architectures.

Therefore, we propose a Hybrid Lock-free Delegation for Shared Cache of TriCache, as shown in Figure 4c. The Shared Cache adopts a client-server model based on message passing (solid lines in Figure 4c). Each client-server pair shares a lightweight message queue with a size of two cache lines, similar to ffwd [33]. Each user thread corresponds to a client, and several dedicated servers handle requests from clients.
Each server is single-threaded, lock-free, and only responsible for managing a part of the blocks (e.g., partitioned by hashing block IDs). Multiple partitions and servers can achieve concurrency and scalability, and more servers can be added when a higher throughput is desired. In addition to message passing based delegation, clients can directly access per-partition block tables on cache hits to reduce server-side CPU consumptions (dashed lines in Figure 4c; more details are provided in the Client-side Fast Paths on Cache Hits paragraph below).

**Metadata-only Delegation.** When a user thread accesses block data, TriCache divides the block access into a metadata operation and a data operation. Metadata operations include address translations, reference count management, and evict policy enforcement. Data operations are memory accesses, such as load and store. In TriCache, only metadata operations are processed by servers through delegation while clients issue data operations by themselves.

A block is accessed in three stages. In the first stage, the client asks the server to cache the block in memory (pin) and translates the storage address to its address in memory. The server updates the metadata of the requested block, reads uncached blocks, and evicts unused blocks, without touching the actual data. In the second stage, after receiving the response, the client will directly perform its memory access on the translated memory address. In the last step, the client notifies the server that the block has been released and can be further evicted by the server (unpin).

This design eliminates redundant memory copies between servers and clients. Servers focus on metadata operations so that a few server threads can achieve good performance. Meanwhile, it helps TriCache provide the same consistency and atomicity guarantees as memory, which is necessary for user transparency and compatible with in-memory applications. CPU directly executes data operations on the client side via memory instructions, and cache coherence is ensured by hardware. TriCache only needs a memory fence to ensure that the updates are visible before evicting modified blocks.

**Client-side Fast Paths on Cache Hits.** We propose using concurrent block tables to avoid server-side synchronizations on cache hits. A client first tries to directly find a block in the block table and update the block reference counts (number of clients in use) by using atomic operations. If it succeeds, the client can translate the address from the concurrent block table by itself, thus skipping synchronous message passing. The client then sends an asynchronous message if this direct operation changes the reference count from 0 to 1 or conversely, to notify the server to update the eviction policy for the block. Multiple asynchronous messages can be batched and processed together to amortize message passing overheads.

**Workflow and Implementation.** Figure 5 shows the workflow and implementation of Shared Cache. Each user thread corresponds to a Shared Cache Client and gets its unique Client ID. Each partition has a polling-based message passing server that is used to process requests sent from clients and return results to them. In addition, each partition maintains a concurrent block table for blocks cached in the memory, and each entry in the block table stores the Block ID (BID) of the block, Memory ID (MID) of its in-memory cache, and its metadata (Meta). The metadata include information on whether the block is available and whether it has been modified, and the reference count pertaining to the clients in use. We use the compact hashed block table similar to [51], in which each entry occupies only an average of 8 bytes, and uncached blocks do not occupy memory.

The cached blocks are indexed by their Memory IDs and stored in a Memory Pool. Meanwhile, an Evict Policy tracks all cached blocks with a zero reference count as they can be
safely evicted. Every time the cache is full, the Evict Policy chooses and evicts one or more blocks based on its statistics and strategies. TriCache uses the CLOCK algorithm [40] by default, and it is replaceable, allowing users to customize the policy based on their application characteristics. In addition, policy implementations in TriCache are completely single-threaded, so users do not need to consider any concurrency issues. At the bottom, an asynchronous I/O backend (Storage Backend) manages pending I/O requests in an I/O Queue to continuously poll and process I/O operations. The I/O backend is also customizable and defaults to SPDK that is backed by user-space NVMe drivers. A kernel-space alternative based on Linux AIO is also supported as another candidate.

When a user thread operates on a block, its client \((N\) in the figure) first computes the Partition ID \((M\) in the figure) by a predefined partition function. The client then searches for a valid block entry from the block table of Partition \(M\), and if such an entry exists, the client tries increasing the reference count by using atomic operations. If the atomic operations succeed on cache hits (Cache-hit Fast Path in Figure 5), the client pins the block in memory and can directly query the memory address of the cached block. The client may further send an asynchronous request to the server if it is updating the reference count from 0 to 1, or the converse. The server then performs the corresponding actions according to the Evict Policy, such as enabling or disabling evictions of the block.

If the atomic operations fail on cache misses or when the block is being swapped in/out, the client requests a remote operation via synchronous message passing, immediately releases CPU resources, and waits for responses from the server (Remote Operation in Figure 5). After receiving the request, the server creates a block table entry and sets its valid bit to \textit{false}. If the block table is full, the server evicts blocks according to the Evict Policy and sets their valid bit to \textit{false}. The server then appends I/O operations for new blocks and the evicted blocks to the I/O queue. The I/O Backend processes the I/O requests by polling and controlling NVMe SSDs to perform DMA operations directly on the Memory Pool. And the server sets valid bits to \textit{true} once the I/O requests have been processed, and it sends the memory addresses of the blocks to clients via message passing. After receiving the response, the client resumes and performs its memory accesses.

We use a micro-benchmark on a 128-core machine to test the effectiveness of TriCache Shared Cache. It can scale linearly to 256 threads (1/8 of the threads are servers), reaching 96.8M ops/s, and the hybrid mechanism provides an improvement of 52% compared with the delegation-only approach.

3.3 Software Address Translation Cache

The Shared Cache of TriCache provides scalable I/O performance and an efficient set-associative cache. However, block table lookups and atomic operations are required for each access on cache hits, still limiting the performance of TriCache.

Guiding Ideas. Considering the manual use of the block cache (e.g., Figure 1), users call the \textit{pin} interface to get the in-memory address for a block, and then use the memory address to perform multiple operations; they finally call the \textit{unpin} interface to release the block. Multiple read and write operations can be performed between a pair of manual \textit{pin} and \textit{unpin} operations to reduce the number of cache lookup operations. Users manually take advantage of data locality while investing extra effort in development.

In contrast, we design TriCache to automatically exploit locality to simulate manual coding without requiring human effort. We propose to build a two-level Software Address Translation Cache (SATC) on top of Shared Cache. The higher-level cache stores hotter data and provides faster access and smaller capacities than the lower-level cache, similar to the multi-level cache of the CPU and hierarchical storage [32, 49, 56]. Based on this idea, we now show how to implement the multi-level cache in software and where to divide the levels.

SATC Design. In our design, only the last-level cache manages data, and higher-level translation caches manage only metadata, such as modifying the reference counts of the blocks and translating block IDs to memory addresses. Managing metadata instead of data can help avoid redundant memory consumption, additional memory copies, and memory consistency issues caused by the multi-level design. The multi-level cache of TriCache is designed to be an inclusive cache, which means that all blocks in the higher-level cache are also present in the lower-level cache. With this inclusive policy, higher-level caches need to only interact with their next level. Moreover, TriCache guarantees that the capacity of higher-level caches is no greater than the lower-level cache, thus eliminating out-of-space errors from the lower-level cache when the higher-level cache requests to swap in blocks.

On top of the Shared Cache, we build a thread-local set-associative cache called Private SATC. When the Private SATC hits, the user thread uses its thread-local block table and evict policy, and only when the Private SATC swaps in/out blocks does the user thread need to operate on the Shared Cache. Private SATC is purposed to reduce Shared Cache operations for the hot data of its thread. Examples include thread-local hot data when each thread computes a segment of data independently, and hot elements shared by all threads when processing skewed data. Private SATC also helps reduce concurrent block table operations with cross-NUMA memory accesses and false sharing, which could take about 3–8 times higher latency than local memory accesses in our evaluation.

We further build a direct mapping cache called Direct SATC on top of the Private SATC to alleviate overheads due to hash table lookups and evict policy maintenance. Direct SATC maintains a few recently accessed pages in a fixed-size array to speed up address translation to a few bitwise operations and avoid having to update the evict policy for each access. The goal of Direct SATC is to cover multiple consecutive
operations on the hottest blocks, such as sequential reads and writes, and displace manually written pin/unpin operations.

Implementation. As shown in Figure 6, we implement an inclusive multi-level cache with pin and unpin interfaces. Blocks in Direct SATC must exist in Private SATC, and blocks in Private SATC should also be present in Shared Cache. Private SATC calls the pin interface of Shared Cache to load blocks into the Private SATC, thus increasing reference counts to ensure that Shared Cache does not swap out the blocks. When blocks are evicted from Private SATC, it calls the unpin interface of Shared Cache to release the reference count. On top of Private Cache, Direct SATC also uses a scheme similar to Private SATC but provides a single get_raw_ptr interface implicitly combining a pin call and a following unpin call. It implies caching a block and translating the block ID into its raw address in memory. The raw address is valid until the next get_raw_ptr call because the subsequent access can evict any previous block from Direct SATC and possibly call the unpin interface of Private SATC or Shared Cache.

The right-hand side of Figure 6 presents the state machine maintained in TriCache. Starting from Disk Only state, the user thread loads blocks into Shared Cache, Private SATC, and Direct SATC by calling get_raw_ptr. When Direct SATC evicts blocks, Shared Cache and Private SATC still hold them. When the last thread in use evicts a block from its Private SATC, the block enters Shared Cache Only state. Any get_raw_ptr re-loads the block into all three levels of caches. If Shared Cache also evicts the block, it is removed from the in-memory cache and written back to storage when it is dirty, ending in Disk Only state.

In our implementation, the aggregated capacity of Private SATC entries is equal to that of Shared Cache entries, and the Direct SATC has a size 1/4 of that of the Private SATC.

Our evaluation shows that SATC can improve performance by tens of times over Shared Cache on real-world workloads. When SATC can absorb all accesses, TriCache can reach 57% and 91% of the in-memory performance for purely random and nearly sequential access patterns respectively, making it practical to operate the block cache at per-access granularity.

3.4 Compile-time Instrumentation

With the help of SATC, TriCache opens up opportunities to provide a virtual memory interface and make TriCache fully transparent to users. To this end, we propose a purely user-space scheme based on compile-time instrumentation and library hooking techniques.

Memory Layout. We first modify the memory layout as shown in the upper part of Figure 7. In Linux, the current x86_64 virtual memory layout (with four-level page tables) consists of three main parts. User-space takes 47 bits at the beginning, kernel-space occupies 47 bits at the end, and most of the space in the middle is a hole of non-canonical virtual memory. We map the TriCache-managed disks into unused holes by block size, starting from 0x800...000 as TriCache-space virtual memory. Memory addresses in TriCache-space can be translated into an actual user-space memory address by calling the get_raw_ptr interface of TriCache Direct SATC.

Instrumentation. To enable transparent read and write operations on top of the TriCache block cache, we perform a translation before each memory operation (e.g. load, store, and atomic operations), so that TriCache-space addresses can be used just like user-space memory. TriCache does not require any manual code modifications with the help of compile-time instrumentation. The lower part of Figure 7 shows pseudo-codes for instrumenting load and store instructions in LLVM IR. TriCache instrumentation takes the highest bit of addresses to determine whether a memory address refers to user-space memory or TriCache-space virtual memory.

While instrumentation provides the virtual memory interface for TriCache-space memory, we still need to determine what data should be placed in TriCache-space memory. First, data on the stack is not necessary to enter the block cache. We perform a data flow analysis from LLVM alloca instructions to eliminate unnecessary instrumentation and overhead for the stack. Second, we set a runtime threshold for TriCache so that only memory allocations greater than the threshold will
belong to TriCache-space memory. In contrast, small chunks of data, usually short-term temporary data, remain in-memory allocation. Finally, TriCache supports limiting the total size of data allocated in memory by a predetermined memory quota. If in-memory data exceed the memory quota, TriCache is able to take over later allocations. Users can adjust the above runtime parameters to obtain a balanced trade-off between the memory usage and the performance.

**Implementation.** Figure 8 illustrates the compiling workflow of TriCache. The user application code is compiled by a compiler based on LLVM. The TriCache LLVM plugin instruments the code and generates instrumented LLVM IR bitcode. The plugin performs instrumentation after all the optimization passes, so it does not affect the compiler optimizations on applications, such as automatic vectorization. Also, TriCache supports vector instructions since TriCache leaves the CPU to perform memory operations.

Then, the bitcode links with the pre-compiled TriCache runtime (including get_raw_ptr implementations). TriCache forces to inline the cache-hitting implementations of Direct SATC and Private SATC through link-time optimization (LTO) to avoid intensive function call overheads.

The TriCache runtime also contains APIs on top of the virtual memory interface for manual optimizations, including pin and unpin. Optionally, users can optimize some bottlenecks of their applications through these APIs, such as using block-wise accesses and prefetching, while leaving other parts to transparently support out-of-core processing by instrumentation. In the TriCache runtime, some common utility functions, such as memcpy and memset, are already manually implemented by block-wise pin and unpin to reduce overheads of per-byte address translation from common components.

4 Evaluation

We set up our experiments on a dual-socket server equipped with two AMD EPYC 7742 CPUs (64 physical cores and 128 hyper-threads per CPU) and 512GB DDR4-3200 main memory. The storage devices are 8 PCIe-attached Intel P4618 DC SSDs which provide 51.2TB capacity, 9.6M 4KB-read IOPS, and 3.9M 4KB-write IOPS in total. The server runs Debian 11.1 with Linux kernel 5.10 and uses Clang 13.0.1 to compile TriCache and other systems.

In our evaluation, we limit the total available capacity of DRAM by cgroups to evaluate out-of-core performance. For TriCache and other systems with block caches, we ensure that the overall memory is less than the expected memory limit by adjusting the cache sizes. The SSDs are configured in SPDK mode for TriCache and as raw blocks for swapping. If the system requires a single filesystem, we construct a software RAID-0 by mdadm and use the XFS filesystem. TriCache launches 16 background threads (bound to 8 cores) for Shared Cache and uses 4KB blocks by default. And the total number of threads are searched to maximize performance over powers of two from the number of hardware threads (i.e. 256).

We first evaluate TriCache on four representative domains in terms of end-to-end performance: graph processing (Section 4.1), key-value store (Section 4.2), big-data analytics (Section 4.3), and transactional graph database (Section 4.4).

We then conduct a micro-benchmark, by using a configurable number of threads that issue load/store instructions. We adjust the hit rates and access patterns to explore circumstances in which TriCache outperforms OS page cache and to assess whether the design of TriCache provides a reasonable trade-off between in-memory (i.e. cache hit) and out-of-core (i.e. cache miss) performance (Section 4.5).

Finally, we use a series of breakdown experiments to evaluate the performance-related impact on TriCache, including I/O backends, hit rates and hit latency of SATC, and number of threads (Section 4.6).

4.1 Performance on Graph Processing

**Experimental Setup.** Graph processing is a demanding workload for cache systems due to many small and random accesses on large datasets. We transparently apply TriCache to an in-memory graph processing framework Ligra\(^2\) [37] and extend it to out-of-core. The baselines are Ligra with OS swapping and FlashGraph\(^3\) [54], an efficient semi-external memory graph processing framework designed for SSDs.

Both Ligra and FlashGraph use 32-bit vertex IDs, and we force Ligra to use push mode to align with FlashGraph. For FlashGraph, we follow its recommended configuration of creating an XFS filesystem for each SSD block device and binding the device to the corresponding NUMA nodes. Meanwhile, FlashGraph is a semi-external memory graph engine that always stores vertex states in memory and edge lists on SSDs. We thus make TriCache to manage at least edge lists in the cache for a fair comparison.

We evaluate FlashGraph, Ligra on swapping, and Ligra on TriCache by three common graph algorithms: PageRank (PR), Weakly Connected Components (WCC), and Breadth-First Search (BFS). The dataset is a real-world graph dataset, UK-2014 [7, 8], with 788 million vertices and 47.6 billion edges. It requires more than 400GB for Ligra in-memory execution.

\(^2\)https://github.com/jshun/ligra [commit 7755d95]

\(^3\)https://github.com/flashxio/FlashX [commit 2a649fc]
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The in-memory performance shows that TriCache can pro-
vide efficient address translations and cache hits with its vir-
tual memory interface, owing to the two-level SATC. Mean-
while, TriCache outperforms FlashGraph by 6.08 ×, 3.85 ×, and 2.06 ×, respectively. It illustrates that FlashGraph yields
much higher in-memory overheads than TriCache because
the block cache of FlashGraph involves redundant memory
copies on cache operations with its read/write interfaces.

Out-of-core Performance. Under 256GB memory limitation,
the caches start swapping in/out blocks/pages. Compared to
the in-memory performance, Ligra on TriCache saves about
half of memory and yields 47.7% performance on PageRank,
12.5% performance on WCC, and 78.4% performance on
BFS. And TriCache’s speedups over OS swapping and Flash-
Graph are 6.30 × and 5.31 × on PageRank, 26.1 × and 1.46 ×
on WCC, and 0.85 × and 2.05 × on BFS, respectively.

As the usable memory further decreases, I/O efficiency
becomes the main factor affecting performance. For exam-
ple, in the case of 64GB of memory, the performance of Tri-
Cache is 19.3 ×, 38.3 ×, and 26.8 × better than that of swap-
ing. Compared with FlashGraph, TriCache can still provide
improvements of 54.8% and 58.3% on PageRank and WCC
respectively, while the performance of Ligra with TriCache is
34.3% lower than FlashGraph on the BFS algorithm. This is
because FlashGraph adopts two-dimension partition for out-
of-core graph processing, resulting in a 50.1% cache hit rate
that saves 2.68 × of I/O volume compared to TriCache. Still,
TriCache provides an average I/O bandwidth 1.78 × better
than FlashGraph and thus reduces the performance gap.

It is noteworthy that the semi-external memory FlashGraph
cannot fit vertex states of PageRank and WCC with 16GB of
memory. It leads to out-of-memory errors, whereas TriCache
can operate the same dataset fully out-of-core.

The above results indicate that TriCache can extend an in-
memory graph framework to support out-of-core processing
without manual modification and can deliver performance
comparable to a well-designed external memory framework.
Meanwhile, TriCache outperforms OS swapping by up to
38.3 × while providing the same user transparency.

4.2 Performance on Key-Value Stores

Experimental Setup. We use RocksDB 4 [12], a persistent
key-value store widely used in production systems, for eval-
uation in this part. RocksDB organizes on-disk data in im-
mutable Sorted Sequence Tables (SSTs). It provides a block-
based table format on top of its user-space block cache, and
a plain table format optimized for in-memory performance via mmap. We use TriCache to buffer RocksDB plain tables
without manual modification and compare it with plain tables
based on OS memory-mapped files and block-based tables on
RocksDB’s own cache.

We use the mixgraph [10] (prefix-dist) workload proposed
by Facebook, which models production use cases at Facebook
and emulates real-world workloads of key-value stores with
hotness distribution and temporal patterns. The keys and val-
ues are 48 and 43 bytes on average, respectively, and there are
83 % reads, 14 % writes, and 3 % scans. We generate 2 billion
key-value pairs (consuming 180GB of space) and execute 100
million operations. Both plain and block-based tables use the
hash index with a 4 bytes prefix. We set the sharding number of
the RocksDB block cache to 1024 to avoid lock contentions
on our 256-thread server and use the direct I/O mode for the
RocksDB block cache. We also disable WAL to prevent log
flushing from becoming a performance bottleneck.

In-memory Performance. Figure 10 illustrates the through-
put of Plain Tables on TriCache, Plain Tables on mmap and
Block-based Tables on the RocksDB user-space cache with
different memory quotas. In memory, RocksDB Plain Tables
with mmap provides the best performance, which is 4.28M op-
s/s. TriCache reaches about 53.5% throughput of mmap, and
73.7% throughput of the RocksDB block cache.

4https://github.com/facebook/rocksdb [tag v6.26.1

Figure 9: Computation time of FlashGraph, Ligra on swapping, and Ligra on TriCache (lower is better)
Out-of-core Performance. When RocksDB runs out-of-core, TriCache brings performance improvements of 2–3 orders of magnitude compared with mmap. Plain Tables with TriCache outperforms Block-based Tables by 6.69× under 128GB memory, 10.8× with 64GB, 10.9× with 32GB, and 10.0× with 16GB. Some performance benefits of TriCache come from the efficient I/O stack of SPDK, while the excellent scalability of Shared Cache is another key factor. For example, the RocksDB block cache can deliver a throughput of 122K ops/s with 256 threads. However, our eight NVMe SSDs require about 1024 I/O in-flight requests to maximize the I/O performance. Unfortunately, when the number of threads is increased from 256 to 1024, the throughput instead gradually drops. In the case of 1024 threads, RocksDB only provides 71.3% throughput of 256 threads. In contrast, the performance of RocksDB with TriCache improves by 2.15× from 256 threads to 1024 threads.

The in-memory performance indicates that user-transparent TriCache can provide similar performance as manually managed block cache in RocksDB. Meanwhile, TriCache has the potential to help existing systems with in-memory backends, such as RocksDB with Plain Tables, to achieve better out-of-core performance without any manual modifications.

4.3 Performance on Big-Data Analytics

Experimental Setup. TeraSort [1] is a representative application and an important performance indicator in the domain of big-data analytics [16]. Its typical distributed or out-of-core implementation consists of a shuffle phase followed by a sort phase. The shuffle phase produces parallel sequential reads and writes, which is I/O bound [16] and can stress sequential I/O throughput on cache systems. The sort phase requires the cache to buffer the working partition in memory and issues a vast number of string comparisons and copies that can examine the runtime overhead of cache systems.

We generate two TeraSort workloads, 1.5B records (about 150GB) and 4B records (about 400GB). For TriCache, we first use the parallel sort based on multi-way merge sort in GNU libstdc++ [38] (named GNU Sort) to implement an out-of-core TeraSort, which requires only a single function call. We also implement a shuffle-based parallel sort by partitioning the first byte of the keys (named Shuffle Sort), which takes 15 additional lines of C++ code. Compared with the multi-way merge sort, the shuffle-based parallel sort mainly issues sequential read/write I/O operations, so it is more friendly to out-of-core processing. We use TriCache to manage memory allocations during sorting and compare TriCache with OS swapping. For Shuffle Sort, we configure the page size of TriCache to 128KB to maximize the sequential I/O performance. We also use a widely used big-data framework Spark [52] as a baseline, which supports both scale-up and scale-out processing.

In-memory Performance. Figure 11 shows the computation time of TeraSort. On the 150GB dataset, both GNU Sort and Shuffle Sort occupy about 300GB of memory and fit in 512GB of memory. In this case, Shuffle Sort is 2.01× faster than GNU Sort. Meanwhile, the overheads of TriCache amount to only 14% for GNU Sort and nearly zero (less than 1%) for Shuffle Sort. The reason is that the Shuffle Sort algorithm mainly generates sequential reads and writes for each thread, which can be well handled by thread-local Direct SATC and Private SATC. Compared with Spark, GNU Sort and Shuffle Sort on TriCache is faster by 1.55× and 3.62×, respectively.

Out-of-core Performance. When the memory quota is less than 256GB for the 150GB workload, TriCache can provide tens of times speedups over swapping, up to 39.3× for GNU Sort at 128GB memory and 57.8× for Shuffle Sort at 64GB memory. Meanwhile, the performance of Shuffle Sort with TriCache is up to 20.2× better than Spark at 32GB memory.

For the 400GB dataset, both algorithms keep executing out-of-core. Shuffle Sort on TriCache is faster than swapping by
up to $43.6 \times$ at 32GB memory and outperforms Spark by up to $13.7 \times$ with the same amount of memory. GNU Sort based on swapping is $41.2 \times$ slower than TriCache Shuffle Sort with 512GB memory and about $128 \times$ slower when the memory quota is less than 256GB because of its sub-optimized algorithm and the limited performance of the OS page cache.

Compared with the in-memory processing of the 150GB dataset, Shuffle Sort with TriCache saves 90% memory with 32GB memory, while its processing time is only 49.3% longer than the processing time at 512GB. We also compared the distributed Spark and TriCache-based scale-up solutions. We use four servers with the same hardware configuration and connect them with 200Gb HDR Infiniband NIC. TriCache under 32GB memory outperforms in-memory distributed Spark by $7.20 \times$ using Shuffle Sort and $1.33 \times$ with GNU Sort on the 400GB workload. So TriCache with NVMe arrays can use less memory and provide nearly in-memory performance for TeraSort. In addition, TriCache can nearly utilize the peak bandwidth of our 8 NVMe SSDs, reaching 44GB/s for random operations and 31GB/s for mixed read/write operations.

In summary, developers can write in-memory programs (e.g., less than 20 lines of C++ code for Shuffle Sort), and TriCache then helps them to fully utilize the high-performance NVMe SSD array, especially when the algorithm is friendly to out-of-core processing.

### 4.4 Performance on Graph Database

For workloads in graph databases, we evaluate TriCache on LiveGraph* [57], an efficient transactional graph database based on OS memory-mapped files. LiveGraph treats memory-mapped files as in-memory data and relies on atomic memory accesses and cache consistency to support transactional queries. It can examine whether a user-transparent block cache is able to provide the same semantics as in-memory operations. We replace the memory-mapped files with TriCache and compare it with the original LiveGraph. We evaluate their performance on the LDBC SNB interactive benchmark, which simulates user activities in a social network and consists of 14 complex-read queries, 7 short-read queries, and 8 update queries. As the SNB driver occupies part of the memory, we limit LiveGraph to use up to 256GB memory and generate two workloads: SF30 and SF100 datasets. With LiveGraph, these datasets take about 100GB and 320GB memory, respectively. SNB clients request 1.28M operations for the SF30 workload, and 256K operations for the SF100 workload during the benchmark run.

Figure 12 shows the SNB throughputs of LiveGraph on TriCache and `mmap`. When the dataset can fit into a 256GB memory, the instrumentation and user-space cache of TriCache incur only 21% runtime overheads on the SNB benchmark. As the memory quota gradually decreases, the advantage of TriCache becomes increasingly prominent, e.g., TriCache outperforms `mmap` by $12.4 \times$ at 32GB memory as its scalable Shared Cache and the efficient I/O backend supply much higher throughputs. For SF100, LiveGraph keeps running in out-of-core states. TriCache improves the throughput by $5.48 \times$ compared with `mmap` at 256GB memory, and the speedup can grow up to $10.5 \times$ at 16GB memory.

We then take a closer look at the latency metrics when running SF100 with 256GB of memory. TriCache cuts the average latency on complex queries by $11.5 \times$, on short queries by $1.79 \times$, and on update queries by $21.1 \times$ (geometric means). The P9999 tail latency of TriCache keeps $10.9 \times$ lower than `mmap` on complex queries and $1.35 \times$ lower on short queries. Meanwhile, TriCache shortens the P9999 latency of update queries to $34.6 \times$ shorter than the original LiveGraph because TriCache is additionally aware of thread locality while `mmap` is not. Although TriCache and `mmap` are both user-transparent, the Private SATC of TriCache can automatically hold recently updated data for writer threads in memory even when writers are waiting for group commits. On the contrary, `mmap` may evict these dirty pages under memory pressure. Our design helps LiveGraph to reduce tail latencies on update operations.

### 4.5 Micro-benchmarks

We conduct two custom multi-threaded micro-benchmarks which issue random memory-load instructions. The first generates random accesses in 8-bytes (named 8B Random workload), which can stress the systems in the case of completely random memory accesses. We control the random pattern to generate operations with different hit rates of block caches, and we also adjust the hit rate of Private SATC to examine its performance impact. The second randomly chooses 4KB pages and sequentially accesses each page in 8-byte words (named 4KB Random workload) to evaluate the performance when a page is accessed multiple times.

*https://github.com/thu-pacman/LiveGraph [commit eea5a40]
We compare TriCache with Linux mmap and FastMap [29] (both given a hint of random accesses, MADV_RANDOM). FastMap optimizes the mmap path in the Linux kernel, including sharding locks (discussed in Section 3.2) and batching TLB invalidations. It mainly aims to mitigate the scalability limitation of Linux mmap. For FastMap, we downgrade the kernel version to 4.14 as FastMap relies on it, and configure a RAID-0 with mdadm as suggested by the authors of FastMap, and leverage FastMap to manage bare block devices.

Figure 13 shows TriCache’s speedup compared with mmap and FastMap with 8B Random and 4KB Random workloads.

For 8B Random workloads, the performance of TriCache is about 11% of the in-memory (with mmap) performance in the worst case, when the memory hit rate is 100% and Private SATC hardly hits. Under the same 100% memory hit rate, when the hit rate of Private SATC grows up to 100%, TriCache can attain 57% of the in-memory (with mmap) performance, with a performance improvement of up to 6.07×.

Once the memory hit rate drops to 90%, TriCache can provide improvements of 18.6× to 31.5× over mmap whose performance is severely limited by lock contentions in the kernel. At the same time, TriCache outperforms FastMap by 1.22× on average. As the memory hit rate gradually decreases, the advantage of TriCache becomes increasingly significant. For instance, TriCache outperforms mmap by 33.6× and FastMap by 3.34× with an 80% hit rate. When the memory hit rate reaches 10%, TriCache performs 45.0× to 47.2× better than mmap, and 5.38× to 5.60× better than FastMap. In this case, TriCache provides 12.4 million random accesses per second and fully saturates our 8 NVMe SSDs. However, FastMap can only support 2.22 million accesses per second with all the hardware cores, where this is equivalent to about the I/O performance of only two NVMe SSDs. This indicates that FastMap cannot accommodate currently available high-performance NVMe SSD arrays because it still suffers from the heavy I/O stack of the kernel, page faults, and context switching overheads [27, 34, 55].

For 4KB Random workloads, Direct SATC can mainly absorb the in-memory overheads of TriCache. The performance of TriCache reaches 84% to 91% of the in-memory (with mmap) performance when the memory hit rate is 100%. With a 90% memory hit rate, TriCache can provide a speedup of 8.43× on average over mmap and 1.46× over FastMap. Under a 10% memory hit rate, TriCache can provide 12.3 million random accesses per second, which outperforms mmap by 43.1× and FastMap by 5.08× on average.

### 4.6 Performance Breakdown

We select five cases under 64GB of memory for the breakdown experiments: PageRank, RocksDB, Shuffle and GNU Sort for the 400GB Terasort dataset, and LiveGraph for the SNB SF100 workload.

#### SPDK and Linux AIO

TriCache currently supports SPDK and Linux AIO as its storage backend. In the default configuration, TriCache uses SPDK to handle I/O operations. We compared the performance of these two backends. The first column in Table 1 shows the performance slowdown when using the AIO backend compared with the SPDK backend.

In terms of the (geometric) average, SPDK performs 1.64× better than Linux AIO, demonstrating that the user-space NVMe driver enables better I/O performance. Nevertheless, SPDK has some drawbacks, such as high programming complexity, deployment difficulties, and not easy for supporting multiple applications. Luckily, TriCache hides SPDK programming details from users, allowing users to code in-memory programs and achieve efficient out-of-core performance. Moreover, the design of TriCache is not coupled with SPDK and can provide comparable performance with Linux AIO. If using or deploying SPDK is not feasible, AIO can serve as a reasonable alternative backend for use in TriCache.
Breakdown Analysis of SATC. The three columns on the right side of Table 1 break down the performance impact of SATC on TriCache by gradually removing SATC levels. W/O Direct disables Direct SATC, W/O Private disables Private SATC, and Shared Only uses only Shared Cache by removing both SATC levels.

According to the performance degradation listed in Table 1, SATC is an essential component contributing to the good performance of TriCache. The slowdown that occurs by disabling SATC (Shared Only) is 20.8× on average for the five cases. And even when the memory quotas are less than 1/5 of the working set (i.e., running out-of-core), SATC still yields a speedup of 40.1× for PageRank, 10.1× for Shuffle Sort, and 37.9× for GNU Sort.

Meanwhile, both Direct SATC and Private SATC are indispensable to TriCache. Without Direct SATC, the performance of PageRank is degraded by 2.75× because accessing each edge incurs a heavy overhead due to hash table lookups and evict policy maintenance. However, PageRank is not sensitive to Private SATC because the size of the dataset is more than 5× larger than the available memory, and the edges are visited only once for each iteration. For the shuffle phase of Shuffle Sort, the performance drops by 5.39× without Private SATC but remains almost the same (only 4.8% slower) without Direct SATC. The reason is that string copies constitute the bottleneck in the shuffle phase and are optimized by the compiler to memcpy, which is implemented by manually calling pin/unpin in the TriCache runtime. For GNU Sort, removing Direct SATC and Private SATC degrades the performance by 2.51× and 4.25×, respectively.

Multi-level Cache in TriCache. Next, we use PageRank, Shuffle Sort, and GNU Sort to further examine the design of the multi-level cache in TriCache. Table 2 lists the miss rates for each level of the cache, the average hit cycles (HitC.) for Direct SATC and Private SATC, and the average access cycles (Acc.C.) for Shared Cache.

According to the miss rates listed in Table 1, Direct SATC and Private SATC can handle most memory accesses. The miss rate of Direct SATC is less than 5% for all the three workloads, and the miss rate of Private SATC is less than 1% for Shuffle Sort and GNU Sort. The results show that SATC can cover most accesses to meet the above performance.

And the hit cycles of Direct SATC and Private SATC in Table 1 show that the software address translation of TriCache is quite efficient. The average costed cycles of Direct SATC hits in PageRank and Shuffle Sort are approximately 50 cycles; Direct SATC hits in GNU Sort and Private SATC hits in Shuffle Sort take about 150 cycles; Private SATC hits in GNU Sort use about 450 cycles. To give an idea of how much time they take, we list some hardware latencies: 50 cycles are close to a NUMA-local L3 cache hit or an L2 cache false sharing within a NUMA node; 150 cycles correspond to about the half of a NUMA-local memory access; 450 cycles are less than a cross-NUMA memory access or a cross-NUMA cache false sharing. Therefore, TriCache with SATC is efficient enough to provide a virtual memory interface and also to deliver memory-comparable performance.

Performance and Numbers of Threads. We also compare the performance of TriCache and baselines under different numbers of threads for PageRank and RocksDB with 64GB of memory. More precisely, “the performance under a given number of threads” means the maximum performance with less than or equal to this number of threads (only searched over powers of two). Since TriCache uses 16 server threads as the default configuration in the evaluation section, the number of threads starts with 32 threads (including server threads).

As shown in Figure 14, TriCache achieves good scalability for the workloads of both PageRank and RocksDB, which is one of the reasons for why TriCache performs well. For example, from 32 threads to 256 threads (the number of hard-
ware threads), Ligra with TriCache (in Figure 14a) achieves a 4.29× speedup, and RocksDB with TriCache (in Figure 14b) yields a 13.5× performance improvement.

Meanwhile, with a small number of threads, TriCache’s performance is worse than that of manually optimized prefetch and asynchronous I/O because of TriCache’s synchronous scheme for triggering I/O and its lack of program-specific optimizations (similar to `mmap`). In order to mitigate these limitations, over-subscription can help to utilize the queue depth of SSDs as much as possible. Through over-subscription, the performance of TriCache is improved by 2.58× for PageRank and 2.15× for RocksDB, thus enabling good performance for TriCache even without manual optimizations.

5 Related Work

There is a series of work that tries to improve the page caching performance with customized memory-mapped file I/O paths or swapping approaches [27–30, 39, 41]. K mmap [28] provides several improvements to reduce the variation in performance owing to the aggressive write-back policy of Linux. FastMap [29] addresses scalability issues by separating clean and dirty pages and using per-core data structures to avoid centralized contentsions, with the help of a custom Linux kernel. Still, our evaluation shows that FastMap cannot saturate current high-performance NVMe SSD arrays. Aquila [27] offers a library OS solution that eliminates the need for kernel modifications, relying on hardware support for virtualization, which makes it not easy to deploy on cloud environments. Umap [30] provides an `mmap`-like interface to user-space page fault handlers based on `userfaultfd` [2] in Linux, but is faster than `mmap` only with large page sizes. LightSwap [55] redesigns the swapping system to reduce context switching and page fault overheads, but it requires both kernel and program modifications. TriCache exposes a memory interface like these kernel-involved solutions, but runs completely in the user space to achieve maximal out-of-core performance.

Block caches (or buffer managers) are critical components in data-intensive applications for supporting out-of-core processing [6, 12, 15, 20, 52, 54]. Some attempts try to improve the performance of block caches. SA FS [53], the storage backend for FlashGraph [54], adopts a lightweight cache design based on NUMA-aware message passing. Users need to program with its asynchronous I/O interface to exploit maximal I/O performance on SSD arrays. LeanStore [20] proposes to use pointer swizzling so that pages residing in memory can be directly referenced without page lookups. However, it requires pages to form a tree-like structure, and thus is applicable to limited scenarios. TriCache shares similar goals but provides a memory interface that is user-transparent and more general.

Remote cache systems [14, 24] have been developed upon ideas of the disaggregated architecture [3, 11, 13, 18, 19, 25, 31, 34–36], which utilizes high bandwidth and low latency of modern networks. In this paper, we focus on scaling-up through NVMe SSD arrays. And we intend to consider support for disaggregated architectures in our future work.

Non-volatile memory (NVM) enables larger capacity compared with DRAM, and researches have been devoted to memory management instead of paging strategies to render memory access efficient on hybrid NVM and DRAM architectures [17, 32, 42, 56]. Nevertheless, block caches such as TriCache are still better suited for NVMe SSDs due to their higher latencies than NVM or DRAM.

6 Discussion

In TriCache, SATC does not need to be notified by its Shared Cache when a block is swapped out. In contrast, hardware TLB in processors, which also accelerates address translation as SATC, requires OS page cache to explicitly invalidate evicted pages through `TLB shootdown`, incurring considerable overhead [4, 5] due to inter-processor interrupts (IPIs). A comparison of the mechanisms of SATC and TLB shows that SATC utilizes reference counting to prevent evicting blocks currently being used by clients, while the OS is not directly aware of how many TLB entries are still referring to the pages to be evicted. It is possible to extend the design of SATC to TLB. Processors could mark the reference counts for page tables entries (PTEs), e.g., recording the number of TLB entries that currently hold a specific PTE. The OS can then adapt its page swapping and evict policies to avoid evicting pages currently present in TLBs, thus mitigating the performance issue brought by TLB shootdown.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore a new user-space approach to achieving efficient out-of-core processing with in-memory programs, by providing a virtual memory interface on top of a block cache. We implement TriCache based on a novel multi-level design and applies it to various in-memory or `mmap`-based programs without manual code modification. TriCache achieves out-of-core performance that is orders of magnitude higher than that of the Linux OS page cache, and is often comparable to or even faster than specialized out-of-core solutions.

The open-source implementation of TriCache and instructions to reproduce the main experimental results are accessible from: `https://github.com/thu-pacman/TriCache`.
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